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INTRODUCTION 
In studying linear evolution equations, a main problem is to decide 
whether the corresponding semiflow is hyperbolic. This means that the 
underlying Banach space E can be represented as a direct sum of invariant 
subspaces E + and E- , such that on E_ the zero solution is uniformly 
exponentially stable and on E, the zero solution is a repellor of exponen- 
tial type. A necessary condition is the following: The resolvent set of the 
generator contains a strip {z E @ : 1Re zI < E} for some E > 0. In general this 
condition is not sufficient. In an important paper D. Henry [7] has shown 
that for neutral differential equations this is true. The proof is rather com- 
plicated and based on a detailed analysis of almost periodic functions and 
Laplace transform techniques. 
In this paper we give a simpler proof of Henry’s result (Section 2) and 
in addition show that for difference equations the analogous statement 
holds (Section 3). Our approach is based on an abstract “spectral mapping 
theorem” for strongly continuous semigroups (see Section 1). 
We assume the reader to be is familiar with the basic facts from semi- 
group theory (e.g., Pazy, Goldstein), functional differential equations (e.g., 
Hale) and classical Fourier analysis (e.g., Katznelson). 
1. A SPECTRAL MAPPING THEOREM FOR 
STRONGLY CONTINUOUS SEMICROUPS 
Given a strongly continuous semigroup (T(t)),,, on a complex Banach 
space E with generator A, the following interrelation between (r(t))lro and 
the resolvent R(,$ A) holds (see [15, Theorem 1.2.41) 
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for fEE, AE@, andall t>O, 
(1 -e-“‘T(t))f= j:e-““T(s)(i-A)fds for fED(A), (1.1) 
(1 -e-“‘T(t)) R(,I, A)f= R(& A)(1 -e-“‘T(t))f 
I 
f 
= e -““T(s) ds for A. E p(A). 
0 
From (1.1) one can easily conclude that the “spectral inclusion theorem” 
erocA) c G( T(t))\(O) holds. It is well known that the reverse inclusion may 
fail quite drastically. So it may happen that a strip {z E C : CI < Re z < /I} is 
contained in the resolvent set of A, while the whole annulus {z E C : 
eror 6 JzI de@} is contained in the spectrum of T(t) (see [4, Example 4.21). 
In particular iZ c p(A) does not imply that 1 E p( T(27c)). 
The aim is to show that if we require in addition a summability condi- 
tion on (R(ik, A)f)k,E or the condition that the Ctsaro means of the par- 
tial sums (C;t-= in R(ik, A)),,, are uniformly bounded, then 1 E p( 57271)) 
holds. 
We denote the Fourier coefficients of the strongly continuous function 
t I-+ T(t) by Qk, k E Z, i.e., 
Qkf :=&~~nepiksT(s)fds for kEZ, feE. (1.2) 
By Fejer’s Theorem (see [ 111) we have 
C,-lim i Qkf:=!iFmkNf' 
"co ,-ii Qkf k= -n m 
=+(2n)f+f) (1.3) 
for all f E E. We are now prepared to prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (T(t)),,o be a strongly continuous semigroup on a 
Banach space E and denote by A its generator. Then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(a) 1 ~~(T(271)). 
(b) iH c p(A) and the sequence S, := (l/N) cf:d Cz= in R(ik, A) is 
bounded in 2’(E). 
(c) iZ c p(A) and the limit Sf := lim, _ oo S,f exists for every f E E. 
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ProoJ: (a) =S (b). The spectral inclusion theorem 
Moreover by (1.1) 
IN-I n ,277 
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implies iZ c p( A ). 
--““T(s)( 1 - T(271))-’ ds 
s 
2n 
= (TN(s) T(S)( 1 - T(27l))-’ ds, 
0 
where (TJs) := (l/N) c,“:d xi= in eeiks. An elementary computation 
yields 
1 l-COSNS 
ON(S) = - 
N l-toss 
thus 
I 
2n 
ON(S) 20 and oN( t) dr = 271. 
0 
It follows that 
(1.4) 
II <2nC 11(1- T(2rc))-‘II n=O k=-n 
with C:=sup{IIT(s)ll :O<s<27r}. 
(b) =S (c). By [ 18, 111.4.51 it is sufficient to show convergence on a 
dense subset. Let iZ c p(A). Then 1 # Ra( T(27c)) because there is a spectral 
mapping theorem for the residual spectrum (see [ 13, A-III 6.31). This 
implies that (1 - T(27c)) E is a dense subset of E. Let f := (1 - T(2x)) g. 
Then by (1.1) 
S,f =hNfl i R(ik, A)(1 - T(2n)) g 
n=O k=-n 
Now T( .) g is a continuous function with Fourier coefficients Qk g = 
(l/271) jf e -““T(s) g ds. By Fejtr’s Theorem the Ctsaro means of the series 
Z,“= pm I#? ep ik”T(s) g ds converge. 
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(c)*(a). We show that (l/2)( 1 + (l/n) S) is 
(1 - T(27r)). From (1.1) and (1.2) we conclude that 
R( ik, A ) = 2Qk, hence 
the inverse of 
(l/x)(1 - 7vn)) 
.f=(l-7(24)Jill_m_$N$ i 2QJ 
n=O k=-n 
=(l-T(2n))f+(T(27L)f+f)=2f: 
Since (1 + (l/rc) S) commutes with (1 - 5727~)) we have shown that (l/2) 
(l+(l/n)&!q=(l -T(27L))-‘. 1 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let (T(t)),,, be a semigroup on a Banach space E with 
generator A. Then the foliowing assertions are equivalent: 
(a) e”O@ E p( T(t,)). 
(b) E.,+i(2~/t0)Zcp(A) and s,:=(l/N)C~~dC;=~.R(~+ 
ik(2n/t,), A) is bounded in Y(E). 
(c) 2, + i(2n/t,) Z c p(A) and Sf := lim,, o. S,f exists for every 
fEE. 
Moreover, if (a)-(c) are satisfied, then 
(e “Of”-T(t,))-‘f =~e~“o’o(f+~Y). 
Proof By the usual resealing procedure (see [ 13, A-I 3.11) the situation 
can be reduced to the case of Theorem 1.1. More precisely, consider 
S(t) := ep &fh/2n)7- 
( > 
t fo 
271 
and B := (tO/27c)(A -A,). Then (S(t)),,, is a strongly continuous semi- 
group with generator B, and the resolvent satisfies R(1, B) = (2n/t,) 
R(A, + il2n/t,, A). 
Obviously, (a), (b), (c) respectively are true if B satisfies the corre- 
sponding conditions of Theorem 1.1. The remaining statement follows 
from the proof of (c) 3 (a) in Theorem 1.1. 1 
Remark 1.3. In Hilbert spaces there is a similar result due to 
L. Gearhardt. A generalization and simpler proof was given by I. Herbst 
[9]. It states that the condition iZ c p(A) and the set { R(ik, A) : k E H} is 
bounded in T(H) is necessary and sufficient for 1 E p(A). Theorem 1.1 can 
be considered as a Banach space version of the Gearhardt-Herbst result. In 
fact we can deduce this result from Theorem 1.1 (see [S]). 
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2. A WEAK SPECTRAL MAPPING THEOREM FOR 
NEUTRAL FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
First we consider the difference equation. Let E := C( [ - 1, 01, V’) be the 
Banach space of continuous functions with values in C” and r+4 the con- 
tinuous functional from E to C” defined by d(f) := c,“=, Aif( where 
- 1 < rj < 0 and Aj are complex n x n matrices satisfying CT=, lA.tl < co 
for any norm on Y(Cn). Consider now the subspace E, := 
{f~E:f(O)=4(f)). It is well known that the operator A, := d/dx with 
domain D(A,) := {f~ E, :f’~ E,} is the generator of a strongly con- 
tinuous semigroup which will be denoted by (T,(t)), a 0 (see [6]). 
The operator A, has compact resolvent, hence the spectrum o(A4) is a 
pure point spectrum and consists of those complex numbers satisfying the 
characteristic equation h(A) := det d(1) = 0, where d(%) := I- C,T, A,e”q 
(see C61). 
By a result of D. Henry [7] it is known that the following “weak” 
spectral mapping theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Z := {Re(A) : h(A) = O}. Then 
{e”:h(l)=O}co(TJt))ee’Z+‘“u(O} for t>O. 
The subsequent proof is considerably simpler than Henry’s proof. It is 
based on Theorem 1.1 and the following result on almost periodic functions 
(see [l, 2, 171). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let h be an analytic almost periodic function in the strip 
S (o,bj = (z~ @ : a< Re z < b} and h(z) #O. Then l/h(z) is analytic and 
almost periodic in any strip S,,, , b,, c Scu,b,. 
Moreover, if the function h has an absolutely convergent series h(z) = 
c,FO aieir’, ri E R, then th e inverse of h has an absolutely convergent series in 
the strip SCO,,h,,, i.e., l/f(z) = C,“= 0 b,eZSi for suitable b,, st E R. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We use the following notation. For a complex 
valued function g and a vector x the vector valued function s H g(s) x is 
denoted by x0 g. The resolvent of the operaor A, is given by 
R(~,Am)f=(d(~)-‘$(H,f))O~i.+Hi.f where (2.1) 
sl denotes the exponential function s H e*’ and (2.2) 
H,f(s) := Jo e”‘“-“f(t) dt. 
., 
(2.3) 
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For ,I with Re 2 $2 one has to show that the corresponding Cesaro means 
are bounded. As in the proof of Corollary 1.2 one can reduce the general 
case to the case i = 1 and Z= 271. Therefore we obtain 
S,f=iNil i ((d(ik)-l d(Hikf)@&jk+Hikf) 
II = 0 k5 --n 
+ Hikv-fo) + HikfOL 
where f. denotes the function defined by s Ham :=f(O), and finally 
-iNi’ 1 f(o)@~+I-zo.fo. 
n=O k= -,, 
k#O 
Since Hik is the resolvent of a nilpotent semigroup on the space E,(y3 = 0), 
the second term is bounded by Theorem 1.1 (a) * (b). 
The norm of the third term is bounded by Ilf(O)/l sz (sins/s)ds (see [123). 
So it remains to be shown that the first term is bounded. To obtain this 
one observes first that h(/Z)#O in a strip S,-,,,, so Lemma (2.2) the 
inverse of d(A) can be represented by d(A) - ’ = C/“= o B,@ and this series 
converges absolutely. This yields for the first term the identities 
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where gN is the Nth Fejer kernel. By (1.4) the norm of the last term can 
be estimated by 
Now we consider the differential operator A = d/dx on the space of 
all continuous functions E = C( [ - 1, 01, (I?‘) with domain D(A) = 
{f~ C’ : f’(0) = $(f’) + $(f)}, where 6, $ E ?Z(E, P). We assume that 4 
is given by 
&f, := d(f) + j”; 1 (3s) f(s) ds, 
4 as above and G(s) a measurable function of n x n matrices such that 
1” 1 IG(s)l ds < co. Again A is the generator of s strongly continuous semi- 
group. Its spectrum is given by the zeros of the characteristic equation 
H(1) := det(d”(A)), 
where a(~)x=~x-n~(xo~~,)+~(xO~~.) for XE@“. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (T(t)),,o be the semigroup generated by A = d/dx on 
D(A)= {f~c’ :f’(O)=$(f’)+Il/(j’)). Let Z be as in Theorem2.1. Then 
For the proof one needs the following result (see [6]). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let P be a projection onto E,. The difference T(t) - T4(t) P 
is a compact operator on E for t 2 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. By Lemma 2.4 and ([ 10, 4.5.261) the spectra of 
T(t) and TJt) P differ only by eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. But for 
eigenvalues the spectral mapping theorem holds. Moreover a( TJ t) P) = 
4TJt)) u (0). I 
Remark 2.5. Using recent results of D. Henry [8] it can be shown that 
for almost all t > 0 one has 
era(A)\(O) =g(T(t))\{O}. 
Theorem 2.3 enables us to prove that hyperbolicity of the semigroup can 
be characterized as stated in the introduction. 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Assume that h(A) # 0 in a strip SC-,,, and H(1) # 0 for 
%~i[w. Then (T(t))tao is hyperbolic; i.e., E is the direct sum of T(t) invariant 
closed subspaces E + and E ~ and there exist a 6 > 0 and positive numbers 
m,M such that IIT(t)fll<Mee”Ilfll for fEE-,t>O and IIT(t)fll> 
me”‘IIfI~forfEE+,t>O. 
Proof: The function h is almost periodic. Hence by Lemma 2.2 there is 
a y > 0 such that Ih( > y for 2 E S(PE,2,E,2J. The function h(A) - H(A)/nn 
vanishes by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma for IIm ,? + 00, 1Re I) <s/2. It 
follows that H has only finitely many zeros in the strip S(-E,2,E,2j and we 
conclude that there is a 6 > 0 such that H(I) #O for all 2~ SC-,,,,. It 
follows from Theorem 2.3 that the annulus {z : e-* < 1.z < e”} c p(T(1)). 
We choose E- and E, to be the spectral subspaces of T( 1) corresponding 
to the spectral sets {z~a((T(l)): IzI <eP6} and {z~r~(T(l)): IzI >e”}, 
resp. 1 
3. A WEAK SPECTRAL MAPPING THEOREM 
FOR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS IN L’ 
In this section we discuss the difference equation in the Banach space 
F := L’([ - 1, 01, F). We consider the operator A =d/dx with domain 
D(A)={~EW’~‘([-l,O],@“):f(O)=$(f), where $:C([-1,0],(Y)+ 
@” is bounded and linear. In [20] it is shown that A is the generator of a 
strongly continuous semigroup ( T(t)),>o on F. The spectrum of its 
generator is again a pure point spectrum and given by the zeros of the 
characteristic equation h(l)=det d(A), where d(A)x :=x-IC/(x@sj.). 
Subsequently we consider $(f) = &f) + I”, G(s) f(s) ds, where d(f) = 
I:,: I A,f(r,) as in Section 2 and G is a measurable essentially bounded 
matrix valued function. Now we prove the analogous statement to 
Theorem 2.1. See also [ 141 where a weak spectral mapping theorem has 
been proved for a single point measure but differential operators with 
variable coefficients. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume G = 0 and let Z := {Re J. : h(A) = 0). Then for 
t>o 
Proof Assume for simplicity 1 4 Z and show that condition (b) of 
Theorem (1.1) is fulfilled. With the notation of Section 2 the resolvent is 
given by the expression (2.1) and for the Ctsaro means we have 
S,f :=hNf’ i ((d(ik)~‘~(H,f)O&,+H,f). 
n=O k=-n 
WEAK SPECTRAL MAPPING THEOREMS 
This implies that 
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Il~Nfll, G iNf’ II n=O ,$-., (CdtikJp’ 4(Hi!f.fl@Eik~~ 1 
+ kN$ i Hikf . 
II n=O k=-n II I 
Now the second term is uniformly bounded because it is the resolvent of 
a nilpotent semigroup on L’(d = 0). For the first term one obtains 
II 
$;;: ,i-,, ((~(~k)-‘d’(H,,()o~,~~~ 
1 
N-1 n 
= ((d(k-’ $(Hikfbiks ds 
n 
IBrl f IAjl So So aN(s,+rj--+ss) If(t)1 dsdt 
j=O r, -1 
i=O 
Remark 3.2. (a) In the Banach spaces Lp( [ - 1, 01, C”) (1~ p < co) 
the assertion of Theorem 3.1 remains true. In fact the same proof works. 
The final estimate follows from Young’s inequality. 
(b) Remark 2.5 also applies in the case of LP-spaces. 
In the rest of the paper we investigate the case where G # 0 and CJ~ is a 
finite sum of Dirac measures, i.e., 
d(f) = f A,f(r,), (3.1) 
,=l 
where -l<r,<r,P,<~~~<r,<OandA,,...,A,arenxnmatrices. We 
compare the semigroups ( r(t)),ao and ( T,(t)),,o which are generated by 
A=~,D(A):={fdV’+f(O)=$(f)} and 
A,=&(A,):= :f(O)=#(f)+ju, WfWs) 
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LEMMA 3.3. For O<t< -rl we have (r,(t)--T(t))L’([-l,O],C”)c 
L”([-l,O],@“) und IIT,(t)f-T(t)fll,dC/lfll, for all feL' and a 
suitable constant C. 
ProoJ: For t d -r, the semigroup (r(t)) is given by the explicit formula 
T(j)f(s)= gz;.f(r+s+rj) 
i 
if t+s<O 
11 I 7 if t+s>O 
for all f E F. Moreover (7’l(t)),,0 satisfies the translation property, i.e, for 
all f E D(A ,), t 2 0, 
f(t + s), 
(T1(t)f)(s)= (T,(t+s) f)(O), i 
if t+s,<O 
if t +s > 0. 
Since D(A r) is invariant under (T,(t)),, 0 it follows for t d -r,, t + s > 0, 
and f ED(AI) 
(T,(t+s)f)(O)= 5 Ajf(t+s+r,)fJrl G(r)(T,(t+s)f)(r)dr. 
j= I 
Hence for t < -rj, f E D(A 1 ), we have 
(T1(z)f-T(t)f)(s)= y!, G(r)(T,(t+s)f)(r)dr, 
if s+tdO 
otherwise. 
It follows that 
II(T,(t)f - ~(t)f)ll,G IIGII, sup lIT~(t)ll Ilf III. (3.2) 
o<r< -r, 
Since D(A ,) is dense (3.2) holds for all f E F and t < -r, . 1 
LEMMA 3.4. T(t) - T,(t) is a weakly compact operator for every t > 0. 
Proof Since order intervals in L’-spaces are weakly compact, it follws 
from Lemma 3.2 that T(t) - T,(t) is weakly compact for 0 < t < -r, . 
If t > 0 is arbitrary, there is an n E N such that r := t/n d -rI. Then we 
have T,(t)- T(t)=C;=, T,((n-k)z)(T,(z)- T(t)) T((k- 1) 5). Since the 
weakly compact operators form an ideal, it follows that T(t) - T,(t) is 
weakly compact. u 
We recall that an operator SE Y(E) is called Fredholm, if both ker S and 
El rmS are finite dimensional. It is well known (see [16, 26.31) that S is 
Fredholm if and only if the following condition is satisfied: 
There exist U, V, P, Q E Y(E), P, Q of finite rank such that 
VS=Zd+P and SU=Zd+Q. (3.3) 
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In the following lemma we prove a perturbation result for Fredholm 
operators on L’-spaces. 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume that S, R E Y(L’), S is Fredholm, and R is weakly 
compact. Then S $ R is Fredholm. 
Proof We choose U, V, P, Q as in (3.3) and define P, := (P+ RU), 
Q1 :=(Q+ VR). Then ker(S+R)cker(V(S+R))=ker(Zd+P+ VR)c 
ker(Zd- P- VR)(Zd+ P+ VR) = ker(Zd- (P+ VR)2)= ker(Zd- P:) and 
Im(S + R) 1 Im(S + R) U = Im(Zd + Q + RU) 3 Im(Zd + Q + RU) 
(Id-Q - RU) = Im(Zd- (Q + RU)*) = Im(Zd- Q:). P, and Q, are weakly 
compact operators. Since L’-spaces have the Dunford-Pettis property it 
follows that P: and Q: are compact ([19, 11.6.91). By the classical Riesz 
Theory ker(Zd- Pf) and E/Im(Zd- Q:) are finite dimensional. From the 
inclusions above it follows that S + R is Fredholm. 1 
The spectra of A and A, are given as the zeros of the characteristic 
equations h(2) :=det(d(E,)) and k(i) := det(d,(il)) resp., where d(i) := 
C:, , Aje”f and d ,(I*) := d(A) + J! , e’“G(s) ds. 
THEOREM 3.6. With the notation as above and Z := { Re I : ho,) = 0) the 
following inclusions hold: 
Proof The first inclusion follows from the spectral inclusion theorem 
([13, A-III 6.21). Assume p~o(,T~(t)). In case p-- T,(t) is not Fredholm 
then by Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 p - T(t) is not Fredholm. Hence 
p E cr( T( t)) and by Theorem 3.1 p E erZ+‘“. In case p - T,(t) is Fredholm, 
then p E Po( T,( t)) or p E Ra( T,( t)). Since for point and residual spectrum 
a spectral mapping theorem holds we have p ~e~~(~)= {e”’ : k(E,) = 0). 1 
The following corollary can be deduced from Theorem 3.6 in the same 
way as Corollary 2.6. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Zf k has no zeros on i[w and for some E > 0 we have 
h(l) #O if ]Re I( <E then the semigroup (T,(t)),,, is hyperbolic. 
Remark 3.8. In Theorem 3.6 one can weaken hypothesis (3.1) as 
follows. 
4(f)= f Arf(rj) where 2 IAil< ~0 and sup(rj} < 0. 
j=l j= 1 
Unfortunately we cannot do without the condition sup{ri} < 0. We do not 
know whether Lemma 3.4 is true in this case. 
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